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Please tell our readers how you got involved
with the world of pedigreed dogs, the
Rottweilers and dog shows.
As a child, we always had dogs. My parents
love dogs and have Rottweilers today. When

NIGHTHAWK
ROTTWEILERS

I was 11 years old, I started bathing dogs at a
grooming shop and was able to learn from a
retired professional handler and a breederhandler about the world of show dogs.
They taught me how to groom dogs and I
continued to work there until I graduated
high school. Finally, in 1982, I acquired
my first Rottweiler, Michener’s Michael
CD, Certified Police Service Dog (Mick) and
established Nighthawk Rottweilers. While
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Mick met all of my hopes and expectations, his hips
unfortunately did not, and right then, I was introduced
to the harsh realities of the breed. I neutered Mick
and proceeded to purchase seven-week-old CH Einmin
Lanneret v Rottdan CD, AD, TDI, Police Service Dog
Mountain View PD, MRC Honor Roll (Hawk). This dog,
Hawk, later became the basis for the kennel name
Nighthawk Rottweilers. That is where it all began and
to date, I have bred over 100 conformation champions
and over 130 titled dogs. I have been recognized by AKC
as a Platinum Rottweiler Breeder of Merit and Bronze
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel Breeder of Merit.
In Rottweilers, I have bred, owned and owned the stud
dog to several number one American Rottweiler Club
breed dogs and bitches. I have also personally bred,
trained, and handled several national, regional, and

wonderful breeders, but Carol and Sarah are the two
with whom I work with the most.

local specialty winners, several top ten obedience and

Did you have a mentor in the breed when you started out

agility dogs as well as several Schutzhund dogs, up to

and are you mentoring anyone now?

Schutzhund 3. I am currently a member of several breed
clubs for both breeds, held various board positions and
have judged Rottweilers in conformation sweepstakes
at the nationals, regional and local specialty levels.

My mentors when I started was Valerie Cade of
Pandemonium Rottweilers and Clara Hurley of
Powderhorn Rottweilers.

I have learned so much

from so many people and thankful for all of them, but

Where did you get your foundation dog and what breeders

unfortunately too many to list. As far as mentoring

do you work with today?

today, I mentor all of my puppy buyers on the

I acquired my first Rottweiler from Ron Michener, but I
consider my foundation to be from Ann Earp of Einmin
Rottweilers where I purchased my champion, working
titled dog Hawk and Valerie Cade of Pandemonium
Rottweilers where I purchased my two foundation
bitches. I currently breed with my best friend and
wonderful business partner Carol Beasley of Ikon
Rottweilers as well as with my dear friend Sarah Janner
of Isengard Rottweilers.

I work with many other

responsibility of owning such a wonderful breed and
to appreciate our breeds strengths and weaknesses and
how to be a responsible owner. As far as showing and
performance, I mentor people who share my breeding
and training philosophies, are willing to listen and learn
and be honest with themselves about their dogs. I try
and emphasize my philosophy on dog breeding which
is embodied in integrity. I believe that while a dog may
not have any disqualifying fault and has a CHIC number,
this alone does not mean that it is breeding quality. We
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must breed the total dog, which is type, temperament,
and structure. I feel that we should not only strive to be
successful with our dogs in the conformation ring, but
to be equally successful with our dogs in the working
arena whether it be obedience, rally, herding, tracking,
agility, dock diving or therapy - or any other working
activity.
How has the breed changed since you first started? This
can be in quality and or presentation in your country and
rest of the world.
For me, I think type is critical. Because our breed is a
working breed, function is equally important. Our breed
is not a head only breed which many, in my opinion,
seem to be overly focused on right now. I see too
many dogs that have huge heads bordering on Mastiff
type being sought out by many when our standard
does not call for such extreme. Also, our standard
is 9:10 and I also see many dogs that are described as
“long and low” which also does not meet our standard.
Extreme rear angulation out of balance with the front
is also a problem. I have seen an abundance of sickled
hocked dogs, that while moving, causes the back foot
to overcome the front and not present a proper gate.
Popular does not translate to correct or our standard. I
would like to see the judges focus on balance, type, and
the ability to move effortlessly with a strong back and
moderate angulation, making the whole picture. The
icing on the cake is the dog’s presence in the ring, which
goes to temperament. Our breed is a strong confident
breed that should show him or herself proudly in the
ring. While there is no perfect dog, when you see this
complete package walk in the ring, you know you have
a winner that day.
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What is your highlight when it comes to breeding so far?
For me, I would say there are two. First, breeding
and owning the 2017 #1 Rottweiler bitch all systems
BIS/Multi V1/ 5x BISS/’17 ARC Nat’l Youth Sieger
GCHG Nighthawk’s All I Ever Wanted AJ, DJX, BN, BH,
RA, RAT-S, BCAT, CGC, TK-I , CRC Silver Achievement
Award. This bitch and this team was every breeder’s
dream – to have a bitch several generations of your

I would say handling a male out of my old stud dog,
7x BISS/Multi Group Winning CH Shel-Kon’s A Coll
Java Blend CD, AD, CGC, HIT, TT, B, to Best of Breed at
Westminster over an entry of 50 under the esteemed
Mrs. Dorothy Collier and also winning Best of Breed at
Eukanuba with the same dog. Entering in with Java on
the green carpet of Westminster Kennel Club groups
will be a night I will never forget.

breeding program out of your own personal top stud

How many litters do you have per year? Do you prefer

dog (who notably had been gone for many years and

linebreeding, inbreeding or outcrossing?

we did frozen semen breeding) win an All-Breed Best
in Show, win five Best in Specialty Show wins and have
multiple Group 1’s and be the #1 bitch all systems and
receive an OFA rating of excellent and all clear health
clearances. Since retiring from the show ring, she has
made her mark in the whelping box producing a multi

Typically, I breed maybe one litter a year and might co
breed one or two litters a year. I prefer linebreeding
and every couple of generations do complete outcross. I
try to keep my breeding co-efficient around 5% and not
more than 10%. Most breedings are 5% or less.

BISS daughter who was also #3 in conformation and #1

What do you think are the strong points and weak points

in performance at her level. GG has since been ranked

in the breed today?

in the top ten for several performance levels as well. It
doesn’t get better than that. Well maybe, to be blessed
to have one of your best friends on the end of the lead-that is surely the icing on the cake!

I feel like our purebred fancy is on the upswing. I have
been working in the breed for nearly 40 years and
enjoyed the early years with our breed where people
would ask you “What kind of dog is that?” We survived

Second, breeding, owning, training, and handling

the “baby boom” of the 90’s after the movie The Omen

’99 USRC Nat’l Sieger, Multi V-1, Am/Can/Mex Ch

and the influx of very extreme head types. I am now

Nighthawk’s Just in Time B, SchH 3, BST, CD, HIC, USRC

seeing a trend back to the traditional Rottweiler with

Gold Merit Award, CRC Gold Achievement, MRC Hall of

balanced conformation, temperament, and type.

Fame. Just was my own third generation Rottweiler and
won the United States Rottweiler Club National Sieger
Show to title of National Sieger. This dog was placed
V-1 at the World Show in Mexico and was High Scoring
Schutzhund 3 as well. All titles except the American
championship were done exclusively by me.
What is your highlight when it comes to showing so far?

Recently, it seems that our all-breed and breeder
judges are getting back to basics and not awarding the
biggest or most extreme head they see at the expense
of the rest of the dog. Today there seems to be more
consistent recognition of balance, type, and powerful
movement. Our dogs are working dogs, who must be
able to endure both physically and mentally. Some of
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Please study and understand the purpose of the
standard and that our breed is a working breed. Please
find a mentor with those who are well respected in our
breed and remember with every person with whom you
speak, you will learn something.
Put in your mind what you believe to be the ideal
Rottweiler and look for dogs in the ring that fit that
overall picture. When you look at each animal, do you
think to yourself, “Now that is a Rottweiler!” While
there are big, small, more athletic, less athletic, tails,
no tails, all in one ring, your winners should all exude
overall Rottweiler type, be strong powerful movers with
purpose, possess proper structure and have correct
these extreme types cannot breathe properly, and their

Rottweiler temperament.

structure cannot be maintained with prolonged gaiting.

For me, since our breed is a working breed that

Their bodies break down at no fault of their own as

was originally bred to drive cattle, strong powerful

their desire overrides their physical capabilities, thus

purposeful movement is very important. This does not

limiting their ability to perform.

mean the flashy dog on the end of the lead showing like

The Rottweiler is a working breed. I am personally
thankful that we are moving back to proper structure
and type with appropriate temperaments. I believe
our breed has improved over the past ten years thanks
to our breed clubs educating our judges, most often

a sporting dog. It is a dog who has powerful drive with
a converging gait where they do not overdrive in the
rear because they over angulated in the rear with sickle
hocks or hackney in the front because they lack upper
arm or balanced angulation.

resulting in the judge’s awarding the dog with sound

Balance is critical. Showmanship is always desired

structure, balance, and type.

Equally important, I

and keep focused on proper head type. There are

believe our breed clubs’ public education and breeders’

many good educational videos done by some very

emphasis on breeding sound minds has greatly

excellent Europeans such as Anton Spindler and Gerard

improved temperaments. While our breed is a guarding

O’Shea where they talk about type and structure. Our

breed, they are first and foremost family pets and must

own American Rottweiler Club has some excellent

act appropriately under all situations.

presentations on the breed as well.

What are points you wish all judges knew about the

Don’t be moved by the fad unless that dog meets your

Rottweilers before judging the breed?

ideal of the Rottweiler standard.
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Lastly, always be patient and kind to the exhibitors and

What is your most favorite show to attend, anywhere in

most importantly, to the dogs themselves.

the world and why?

Can judges change the breed and the breed trends if they

On of my favorite shows to attend are our national

don’t understand the standard correctly?

specialties.

Absolutely. When the fad dog is rewarded in the show
ring, that translates to the whelping box. Sadly, people
breed to the big winner, which can result in a very small
gene pool. This has happened on a few occasions where

We get to see dogs from all over the

country, rekindle old friendships and meet new people.
I also enjoy participating and observing all aspects of
our breed in performance as well as conformation and
education.

stud dogs have been used excessively, and as a result,

Which Rottweilers breeder do you respect most, anywhere

we have seen our breed change quite a bit over the last

in the world?

20 plus years. It seems to be moving back now, but I
would caution people to not breed to the fad dog unless
that dog is the right dog phenotypically and genetically
for your bitch. I have had breeders say that they breed
to the top dog because they “need to sell puppies.” So,
when this big winner floods the breed with his get and
the correct dog enters the ring, it looks so different that
it is often overlooked. We have seen this in all breeds,
so it is important to judge consistently to the standard
and not judge to the fad dog type.

I had tremendous respect for my mentors Valerie Cade
and Clara Hurley. I respect breeders who adhere to at
a minimum code of ethics which include only breeding
dogs with passing hips, eyes, and echo heart exams
by a cardiologist and at least grade 1 or clear elbows,
only sell dogs on contracts and limit their breedings
to improving the breed and finding proper homes for
their puppies. I also respect breeders who require all
their puppies to get their health clearances (by way
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Please give reasons for your preference.
I personally prefer showing at specialties because more
often than not we have breeder judges. If not breeder
judges, we have those judges who are well respected
in our breed because a committee or the membership
typically vote on the judges. Also, an owner handler
typically has an equally good chance of winning whereas
at the all-breed shows, this can be much more difficult.
The purpose of dog showing was to evaluate and show
off breeding stock. Do you think for some breeders and
owners it is becoming more about ribbons and rankings?
For many, it is about ribbons and rankings. Regardless
if the dog has failed many of its health requirements for
of contract) and release all information as to the test
consistent with CHIC requirements. Most importantly,
I respect breeders who are honest not only with their
successes, but with their failures. These people are few
and far between.

breeding, as long as the breeder or owner can say “that
winner is my dog or from my breeding,” that is all they
care about. It is no wonder when those breeders breed
these dogs with failing health clearances that they flood
the breed with physically unsound animals. These same
breeders use the expression, “Don’t throw the baby out

Please name three Rottweilers that you wished you owned

with the bathwater” which translates to breed to my #1

or bred. These can be any dogs in any point of history.

dog or bitch regardless of if it failed its eye exam, or does

I would have to say the three best Rottweilers I have
ever seen and wished I had owned or bred are CH
Pandemonium’s Ciastus CDX, TT, Mex. PC, Multi BIS
/ BISS CH Nelson v het Brabantpark and Multi V1 /

not have an echocardiogram with a cardiologist, or its
no big deal that it has grade 2 or grade 3 elbows, there is
so much more to like (its show record) and sadly, many
people buy into this philosophy.

Multi BOSS/Select 1 CH Wyndhurst Que Osa Carries

Last but certainly not the least what advice would you

On CDX, CI, TT, CGC, RTD. Each one of these animals

give to new generations, first time owners, and future

possess outstanding breed type and bone without being

Rottweiler breeders?

overdone, each has magnificent presence in the ring,
and all have outstanding temperament and produced
themselves and better for generations to come.
Would you rather show at specialties or all breed shows?
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Find a great mentor. Try and find a person in our breed
who has proven themselves as a breeder over time, not
a flash in the pan, and who has proven themselves to be
a responsible breeder, all the while keeping in mind our
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breed standard, health, and temperament.
Follow our breed clubs breeding practices and always
place every dog on a contract where the terms protect
you as a breeder and the public as the consumer. Outline
all the terms of the agreement so there is no confusion
later, even with your best friend. If you do not make

remember, a championship or working title and hip
clearances do not make every dog a breeding dog.
There are many champions that should not be bred and
not every dog being shown as a “special” aka in Best of
Breed competition, is truly special. Those dogs are few
and far between.

the terms of the agreement clear, pet or show, spay or

In conclusion, be true to yourself. Always try to be kind.

breed, ownership or co-ownership, there will be hard

Always always be honest with yourself and with others.

feelings later.

Be ethical in all you do. Treasure and protect our breed.

Study our standard, be open to the opinions of others
and always be a good sport and supportive of our breed.
Understand your dog’s strengths and weaknesses and

Love our breed and recognize they are not for everyone.
Be thankful for your blessings always and honor those
who helped get you there. Don’t forget your beginning
in the breed. Pay it forward.

always breed to improve. Focus on long term goals,
health being a top priority.
When looking at health clearances, don’t stop at the
dog’s clearances, look at the vertical as well as horizontal
health clearances. Ask yourself what are the parents
and grandparents’ clearances? What health clearances
have they produced?

What are the clearances of

siblings and half siblings of the dog and the same for
two generations back? Note whether cardiology exams
were done by cardiologists rather than practitioners.
If results are not posted, why not and what were the real
results?
For me personally, I start with pedigree supporting
complimentary genotype and health clearances,
and then I look to see if they are phenotypically
complimentary. I always keep my ideal Rottweiler
in mind and continue to try and breed towards that
standard.
Be honest in your puppy evaluations, and always
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